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Abstract. If Newton’s method is employed to find a root of a map from a Banach space into itself
and the derivative is singular at that root, the convergence of the Newton iterates to the root is linear
rather than quadratic. In this paper we give a detailed analysis of the linear convergence rates for several
types of singular problems. For some of these problems we describe modifications of Newton’s method
which will restore quadratic convergence.

1. IntrOduction. Suppose F is a Fr6chet differentiable mapping between two
Banach spaces E1 and E2 and suppose x* E1 is a solution of

F(x*) 0.

(1.1)

This root is called isolated if and only if the derivative at the solution, denoted F’(x*),
is invertible. For isolated solutions, modest additional continuity conditions on F’(x)
insure that Newton’s method

(1.2)

Xi+l

Xi-F’(xi)-F(xi),

0, 1,"

will converge to x* provided IIx0-x*ll is sufficiently small [12]. Indeed if F’(x) is
Lipschitz continuous then the convergence is quadratic’

(1.3)

IIx,+ -x*ll<-gllx,-x*ll z,

i=0, 1,.

..

This result is essentially the well-known Kantorovich theorem [9].
A root x* at which F’(x*) fails to be invertible is variously denoted non-isolated
[10], multiple [13], or singular [2]-[4], [6]-[8], [14]-[15], with the latter term employed
here. A study of the convergence properties of Newton’s method at singular points
was first initiated by Rall [13]. It is well known that at branch and limit points of
nonlinear functional equations the first Fr6chet derivative is singular and an interest
in the computation of such solution points [5], [11], [16], [17] has provided much of
the motivation for the more recent attention directed toward singular Newton’s method

problems [1]-[4], [6]-[8], [13]-[15].
The types of convergence behavior previously known for these singular problems
may be roughly described as follows. The Banach space E is written as a direct,
NO)X, sam of the null space N of F’(x*) and an appropriate complementing space
X. Then, when the iterates converge, the component of the iterate error in N converges
linearly, while the X-component of the error converges with asymptotic order 2 as
in (1.3).
The added difficulty of convergence proofs for such singular problems is essentially
twofold. First, there may be a family of codimension-one manifolds through x* on
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which F’(x) is singular. Hence initial guesses must be chosen from some region about
x* in which invertibility of F’(x) is assured. Second, one must show that subsequent
iterates are well defined, that is, they remain in some region of invertibility.
The results of 2 and 3 do not involve Newton’s method and as such may be
of independent interest. In 2 we assume the singularity of F’(x*) is that of a Fredholm
operator of index zero, and then characterize the invertibility of F’(x) in terms of a
related finite dimensional operator ("Shfir complement") acting on the null space N.
Where invertible, an expression for F’(x) -1 is determined. The technique employed
to determine invertibility was developed in the context of bifurcation theory [10] and
has also been employed in the study of Newton’s method in
[7]. In 3 we study
the problem of determining appropriate regions in which the operator F’(x) is invertible. In [7], a more general formula for regions of invertibility for a class of finite
dimensional problems was presented. It is likely that this analysis would carry over
to our setting. However, the regions we employ are simple to construct and are
adequate for an analysis of convergence rates. The results clearly indicate the dependence of invertibility regions on the detailed structure of F’(x). Section 4 describes
Newton’s method and derives a useful expression relating the error of successive
iterates. In 5 we consider the two simplest singular Newton problems. They may be
roughly considered to be generalizations of the simple and higher order zero, scalar
problems. Although convergence, with overall linear rate 1/2, for the first problem was
known previously [14], it is included here to demonstrate the greater power of the
approach derived in 2-4. For the pth order zero problem, p _-> 2, we sharpen, under
weaker hypotheses, a result of [15] by demonstrating X-component error convergence
of asymptotic order p + 1. In addition a theorem guaranteeing convergence with initial
guesses chosen from a region less demanding of the structure of F’(x) is presented.
In 3 it is shown that problems with more restrictive regions of invertibility of F’(x)
than those described in 5 are possible. The demand that all Newton iterates remain
in such regions is hence more difficult to satisfy and such problems are studied in 6.
These new results indicate N-component convergence with linear rate p/(p + 1) and
X-component convergence of order q for integers p, q -> 2, dependent on the structure
of F’(x). In 7 we address the problem of accelerating the overall convergence rate
of the two problems considered in 5. We generalize from [n to a general Banach
A
space a modified scheme of [6], with overall convergence of asymptotic order
new scheme leading to convergence of order x/ for the higher order zero problem
is then presented.
In 8 we present simple algebraic examples exhibiting the convergence conclusions of the results detailed in the preceding sections.

n

x.

-

2. F’(x) near singular points. We consider a nonlinear mapping F, between
two Banach spaces, E1 and E2. The results of this and the following sections will place
clear differentiability requirements on F, which in each case will be assumed. We shall
not require F(x*)=O here, but rather shall suppose that at the location x* E, the
Fr6chet derivative of F, denoted F’(x*), is a Fredholm operator of index zero. That
is, there exists a finite dimensional subspace N_ E and a closed subspace X._ E2
such that

(F’(x*)) N,

(F’(x*)) X2, codim (X2) dim (N1).

We choose complementing subspaces X1, N2 such that

(2.2)

El =NO)X,

E2 N2)X2
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and define for
1, 2 the projections Pr, onto Ni parallel to gi and Px,
define the following operators

I- PN,. We

A (x) Px2F’ (x)Pxl,
B (x) =- exF’ (x)P,,
C (x = P,F’ (x )ex,
D (x) PufF’ (x)Pu.

(2.3)

and hence

F’(x) A (x) + B (x) + C(x) + D(x).

(2.4)
Letting

A (x *) Px2F’(x *)Pxl =-

(2.5)

we see if" has an inverse when viewed as an operator from X1 into Xa. For x near x*
it is possible to characterize the invertibility of F’(x), and further, to derive an
expression for F’(x)-I when it exists. This we do in the following theorem.
THEOREM 2.6. For p sufficiently small and x So ={x Exlllx-x*ll--<p}, F’(x) is

nonsingular if and only

if
/ (x) D (x) C (x)A -1 (x)B (x)

(2.7)

is non.singular (viewed as a mapping from N1 into Na). Further, ]’or p sufficiently small
and D(x invertible we have

F,(x)
(2.8)

- -

ex[A(x) +A-l(x)B(x)O(x)-C(x)A-(x)]Px_

PxlA (x )-aB (x )l (x )-IPN:
PlV11 (x)-I C (x)a (x)-lPx + P11 (x)-lPv:.

Pro@ We consider the operator M "X1 N1 X. Na defined by
(2.9)

M(x)=

B(x)’

(x) D(x)}"

From (2.4) it is clear that F’(x) is invertible if and only if M(x) is invertible. Since
A (x*) "Xa X2 is invertible, so is A (x) for p sufficiently small. But when A (x) is
invertible, M(x) is invertible if and only if the Schiir complement D(x) is invertible.
To compute F’(x) -1 assume p is sufficiently small and/(x) is invertible. Define the
operator M(x)" X2 (N2 X1 t)N1 as

(2.0)
where

(2.11)

M(x)=-,C(x)

-

Z3(x)

A(x) Px[A(x) +A(x)-lB(x)l(x)-lC(x)A(x)-a]Px
J (X -Px1n (X )-IB (x)/ (x)- 1pN2
d (x) --PN/ (x)-aC (x)A (x)- 1px2,
l(x PN11(x )-1P.
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Then one may directly verify (x)=M(x) -1. From this we have

(x)

\v,,#

(.)

(xl
Adding the components on each side of (2.12) we have

(A (x)+ (x)+ d(x)+(x))F’(x)

I

which from the definitions (2.11) yields the conclusion (2.8).
This result now shifts the question of invertibility of F’(x) to that of D (x).

3. Regions of invertibility of F’(x). As we must now introduce more notation
we first take the simplifying step of setting E1 E2, eliminating the subscripts on
projections and subspaces. At any stage the method of their reinstatement should be
clear.

We set

(3.1)

x -x* and define the candidates for regions of invertibility as

W(p, 0, m) {x

El0 < i111-<- o, IIe,ll-<- 0 IIe,,ll}.

Here rn _-> 1 and 0 will generally be required to be small. As will be seen later, the
slowest convergence behavior for Newton’s method is to be expected in the null space
directions, motivating the choice of regions "weighted" toward N. The approach will
be to choose the smallest m still guaranteeing invertibility.
We define 3k(X) as any element of E or any operator on E whose norm is at
least O(llx -x*ll). At times this order symbol is used in the following extended sense.
In writing, say, F(x)=F2(x)+lk(X), it may occur that Fz(x)-o(llll ) in which case
the previous equation merely states [[F(x)l[ is at least order k.
Now for some p _>- 1, and n _-> p we may write

(3.2)

1

F’(x)=F’(x*)+

.

F(+X)(x,)(,

(x)

k=p

.,...,

where F(k+)(x*) (.,
.) is a multilinear k + 1 form and
arguments are all
Recalling (2.4), we have, for some integers a, b, c, d

A(x)=PxF’(x*)Px +

=--P+ Y
1

B(x)=

1

ak(x)+t3,,+(x),

PxF,+)(x,)(,,pN.)+,+x(x

1

C(x)=
k=c

=-

.PNF(’+I)(X*)(k, Px’)+fl,,+(X)
C(xl+.+(x),

k=c

indicates the first k

.PxF(t’+’)(x*)(2’,Px ")+/3,+x(x)

=- E B(x)+tZ.+(x),
(3.3)

2
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1

PlF(,+(x,)(k, P’)+/3,+(x)

k=d

E

Dk(x)+,+a(x).

k=d

Thus, p

rain (a, b, c, d) and we choose n

(3.4)
etc., and assume

, ,
b,

1

ak(x)

max (a, b, c, d). We further define

PxF (k +(x *)((Pu), Px ),

d to be the smallest integers such that for some P

1

(

1

(d+ )

Aa(x)=PxF

0"

+(x *)((P),Px’)O,

(3.5)

Da(x)=-.PuF

(X*)((Pu;) PN ")O.

Note that _-> a, b -> b, g _-> c and d _-> d. Now for any k, m
we note, recalling (3.1)"
(3.6)

F ( +’)(x *) (2

,

F ( + X)(x *) ((Pu2)

,

1 and for x e W(p, O, m)

+ 0/3,, +_ (x).

With this in mind we see that

(3.7)

A (x) P + a(x)+ a+x(x)+ O,+,,,_x(x),
B (x) B(x) + +(x) + 0+.,_ (x),
C(x) ’e(x)+e+l(x)+Oc+,,-x(X),
D (x) Oa(x)+ a+(x)+ Oa+,,-x (x).

It should be noted that rn is not yet determined, and the choice of m to be made
shortly may force the last order symbol to be the dominant term in one or more of (3.7).
Assuming O so small that A-a(x) exists we have
a-X(x) /-1 +a(x)+O,+m-a(x)=Jo-x +/3x(x).
(3.8)
Now (3.7-8) in (2.7) yields

15 (x Da(x (x )P-(x
(3.9)

+ 0 (/3a +,,-x (x)+/3-+c +,,_ (x) + b+e+,,-x(x)+ Ob++z-z(X))
+ t++(x) + a+(x).

The nonsingularity of the dominant term of (3.9) will be shown to be sufficient to
guarantee the invertibility of D(x). We isolate the term we shall later require to be
dominant by defining the operator H(x) as:
la(x)

(3.0)

if a7 </7 + t?,

H(x)=Oa(x)-’(x)g-g(x) if Y=+e,
1.- (x)P-19(x)

if a7 >/ + ?.
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We use this to state
LEMMA 3.11. Let p > 0 be such that A (x) is invertible for x So. Assume that for
all x with PN 0 the operator H(x is invertible as an operator on N. Then there exist
t5 >0, 0 >0 such that F’(x) is invertible for all x W(, m) where m 1 +q and q
is the smallest nonnegative integer satisfying
min (d +q, b +c +q, b + +q, b +c + 2q) ->min (d, b +6).
(3.12)

,

by assumption A(x) -1 exists so /(x) is well defined. From the
definition (3.10) of H(x) we see that it has order exactly min (d, b +?) and that further

Proof. First,

(3.13)

D(x)=H(x)+Ofl(x)++e+(x)+a+(x),

where

(3.14)

r=min(d+m-l,b+c+m-l,b+?+m-l,b+c+2(m-1)).

Let q m 1 be the minimum integer satisfying (3.12). If the inequality holds, select
any 0 >0 and then choose t5 so small that the invertibility of D(x) for x W(tS, 0, m)
follows from that of H(x) for all x with Pv7 0. If the equality holds, select a p, and
then choose 0 so small that H (x) + 0/3 l(X) is invertible in W (0, 0, m ). Now if necessary,
shrink 0 to t5 in order that the final two terms of (3.13) cannot prevent invertibility
of/ (x) for all x W(tS, 0-, m). l-]
The values of a, b, c, etc., are determined by the problem and in each case the
appropriate m may be chosen through (3.12). W(t, 0, m) is then a valid region from
which to select at least an initial Newton iterate. In this context, problems allowing
the largest regions of invertibility are of interest, and sufficient conditions for this may
be stated as
COROLLARY 3.15. Under the assumptions of Lemma 3.11, F’(x) is invertible in
a region of type W(, O, 1) provided"
(i) d =d when d <b +c;

(3.16)

(ii) d

d or b

(iii) b

b and c

b and c

when d

b +c

when d > b + c.

Proof. The relation (3.12) is satisfied for q =0 if and only if min (d,b
min (d, b + c). But d -> d, b + t? => b + c and hence if d < b + c then d < b + and thus
d d. The other cases are similar.
It is often possible to get an explicit formula for m as we show in
COROLLARY 3.17. If the hypotheses of Lemma 3.11 hold and d > b +, then
F’(x) is invertible in region of type W(p, O, m) where
(3.18)

m

1 +b +-min (d, b +c, b +).

Proof. In (3.12) the assumption d > b + forces b + c + q => b + c and b + t? + q =>
b +t?, and hence by adding these last two inequalities b +c +2q =>b+. Thus (3.12)
becomes
(3.19)

min (d+q, b +c +q, b +?+q)>=b +

and we see the minimum choice of q will achieve equality, resulting in (3.18). 1
We note that the type of problem covered by case (3.16i) was considered by
Reddien [14] and Decker and Kelley [2] when d 1 and by Reddien [15] and Griewank
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[7] for d > 1 with b, c -> d. The situation d b b c ? 1 but d 2, yielding a
choice of m 2 in (3.18) was detailed by Decker and Kelley in [3].
Although Lemma 3.11 will be used most frequently it is of advantage, when
dim (N) > 1, to state a result giving invertibility of F’(x) in a smaller region about x*,
but under weaker assumptions. In this we make use of and extend the approach of
Reddien [15].
We consider a one-dimensional subspace M N and let N M @Mo for some
the projection Pt onto M parallel to X 0)Mo. We define new candidates
Define
M0.
for regions of invertibility as

(3.20) W, 0, rl, m) {x

El0 < I1[[ <= p, IIPx;ll 011P;II% II(P P);II

IIPII.

We next modify the operator H(x) of (3.10) by replacing Pr; by PM; in (3.5). We
shall call this new operator/-(x). That is, for example, in the. first case of (3.10)
(3.21)

1

I-YI(x)=-la(x)=--. pNF(+ )(x*)((Pty)a, Pu ).

Using this we may state
LEMMA 3.22. Assume there exists an M such that for all with PM O, (x) is
nonsingular as a map on N. Then the conclusions of Lemma 3.11 and Corollaries 3.15,
3.17 remain valid with W(, O, m) replaced by W(, O, m) and sufficiently small.
Proof. We see that for x W(p, 0, r, m)

,

H (x

(3.23)

I (x + ’Os (X

where s=min(d-,/7+g). But the order of /-r(x), by assumption, is exactly s for
x W(O, O, rl, m) and so invertibility of H(x) in this set follows from that of H(x) for
sufficiently small. But now the choice of m, t, 0 will be made in exactly the same
fashion as in the proof of Lemma 3.11 to ensure that the invertibility of D(x) is
guaranteed by the nonsingularity of H(x). [3
Finally we note that our study of the invertibility of/ (x) is incomplete in at least
the follow.ing respect. The operators H (x) and/- (x) attempt to focus on the dominant
term of D(x). Suppose that the third alternative in (3.10) arises but the composite
operator e(x)ff’-l(x)=-0. It may then be that the dominant order term lies in one
of the order symbols of (3.9). The procedure for the expansion of/(x) is straightforward, however, and a direct inspection in such a case will readily identify the correct
leading term.

4. Newton’s method. In this section we determine a formula for successive
Newton iterates that will be widely employed in subsequent work. When F’(x) is
invertible, the next Newton iterate is defined as

(4.1)

y

=x-F’(x)-lF(x).

Hence with 37 y x *, =- x x *"

=-F’(x)-aF(x).

(4.2)

Now, for any n _->p"
(4.3)

F(x) =P +

1---F(i+l)(x*)(i+a)+3,,+(x).
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Recalling the definitions (3.3)"

(4.4)

F(x)=F. +

But

1

--[Aj(x)+Bj(x)+Cj(x)+Dj(x)] "+" n+2(X).

F’(x)=P+

(4.5)

1

Fi+a)(x.)(di, .)+/3,+a(x)

and hence with (3.3) again:

(4.6)

/6: =F’(x).-

[Ai(x)+Bi(x)+Ci(x)+Di(x)]d+,+2(x ).
j=p

Using (4.6) in (4.4) we get

(4.7)

F(x)=F’(x)d-

=

J [Ai(x)+Bi(x)+Ci(x)+Di(x)]d +,+2(x).

Using this in (4.2) we have finally:

(4.8)

=F’(x)-l

f

[a,(x)+B,(x)+C(x)+D(x)]++(x)}

-

This formula, coupled with the expression (2.8) for F’(x) will provide the basis
for the convergence analysis of the Newton iterates.
Before proceeding, we define a new order symbol Yo (x) which will be quite useful.
This symbol will represent any term with order at least o(11 11 ), but further, the
operator is such that P(x)= +(x). For example,

could be represented as

esF"(x ,) (2) + exF’"(x *)()
(x). With this definition we have the rule

v(x)v(x)
and in particular

"+,(x).
Note that these new order symbols do not commute while the fl-symbols do.
5. The cases c d d 1. We begin this section with a result from [2] to indicate
the simplicity and improved efficiency of the method of proof when the results of
2-4 are employed.
THEOREM 5.1. Assume, for all PNd # O, that D(x) is nonsingular as a map on N.
Then, for p and O sufficiently small, F’(xo) exists for all Xo W(p, O, 1); &rther, all
subsequent Newton iterates remain in this set and converge to x * with rate &termined by
(5.2)
Ilex(x, -x’)llKlx--x’(, some K

-

and

(5.3)

lim
i-o

IIe (x,-x*)ll

IIC2/------d[I-

1

’

1, 2,.."

this case d
1, b, c => 1 and hence, by Corollary 3.15, F’(x) -1
exists in W(p, O, 1) for sufficiently small p and O. In this region, from (2.7) and (3.3),

Proof. For
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and Ol(x) -1 exists as a map on N. But then /(x) -1=
Dl(x) +rio(X) and so from (2.8), F’(x) -1 =PrD(x)-P +go(X)= ,/- (x). But now
from (4.8) with p 1"

I(x)=Dl(x)+t32(x)
-i

1 1/2[PNDI(xo)-aPN +/3o(Xo)]
{[Al(xo)+Bl(xo)+Cl(xo)+Dl(xo)]o+B3(Xo)}.

(5.4)

PrA l(Xo)= PrBl(xo)= 0. Further C1(xo)o 02(Xo) and so
0,/ (Xo). Thus we have from these observations in (5.4):

However we recall that:
now F’(xo)-lCl(xo)o

,xo + o/ (xo) + t.(xo)

(5.5)

This is the crucial relation and equations of similar form will arise in the proofs of
many of the results that are to follow. These equations, in each case, directly provide
the convergence rate conclusions. We shall proceed in detail for this situation only
as the other derivations follow in a closely analogous manner.
First, we have from (5.5) for some Ko, K1 > 0’

(1/2- KoO)lle,oll--< IIPN 11--< (1/2 + KoO )lleoll,

(5.6)

IIPx ll--< gll(x o

(5.7)

x *)ll

=.

If we define the sequences p, IIx,- x,[I, 0o 0, and 0i KI(1 + 0i-1)
for ->_ 1, then since Xo W(po, Oo, 1) equations (5.6)-(5.7) yield

(5.8)

(1/2-KoOi-1)-lpi-1

Ilexll <= Klpo(1 + 0o)llP2Zoll--< Klpo(1 + Oo)(- goOo)-llPll,
o --< IIPNIi / [IPxll <-- ((1/2 / Ko0o)(1 00) -1 + Klpo)po.

-

Thus IlPxll<=ollP][ and xl W(pl, 01, 1). Given some re(1/2, 1) we see from (5.8)
and the definition of 01 that we may choose po, 0o so small that pl < rpo, 01 < too. Then
since W(pl, Ol, 1) W(po, 0o, 1) we may replace Xo, Xl, 0o by xl, X2, Ol in (5.6)-(5.8)
and hence p2<r01, 02<r01. In this fashion we see lim_,pi =lim_, 0i =0. Thus
c in
xi x *, (5.7) becomes (5.2) and letting

(

KoO,- )IIPN,- II <= I]PN,

<= (- / KoOi- )IIPN,- II

provides the conclusion (5.3). [3
We note that a more careful analysis of the/3o(X) term in (5.4) will, for >-2,
allow the conclusion IlPxll =/33(xi_) [4], [6]. We omit this analysis for simplicity.
A general result of this type is:
THEOREM 5.9. Assume d d <-_ c and Dd is nonsingular for all Pv # O. Then for
-1
p and 0 sufficiently small, F’(xo) exists for all Xo W(p, O, 1), all subsequent iterates
remain in this set and xi x* with rate determined by

(5.10)

IIPx(x,-x*)ll<-Kllx,-a-x*ll /1

some K1 >0

and

(5.11)

lim
i-oo

IIe(x,-x*)ll

d

IIP,,,(x,_----)l[-d / 1"

-1
Pro@ In this case a</+6 and Corollary 3.15 guarantees that F’(x) exists in

W(O, O, 1) for O and 0 sufficiently small. Since
1}(x) =D(x)+2d(x)=Da(x)+a+l(x)
(5.12)
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and Da(x) -1 exists in W(p, O, 1), we have, in this region

l(x) -1 =Da(x) -1 +-a+l(x).
(5.13)
But then an examination of (2.8) shows the first three terms of F’(xo) -1 to be
Pxb-a(x)Pr + o(X). Hence
d-1
(X),
F’(x )-I PNDa(x )-IPlv + Pxb-a(x )Pu + Y-a+1
(5.14)
For our present situation, (4.8) and (5.14) imply
d-1
(X)]
1 [PuDa(x )-IPlv + PXflb-a(x )Pu + V-a+1
+!

[Ap(xo)+Bt,(Xo)]o+Px3p+z(Xo)

d
[Da (Xo) + Ca (Xo)]o + PNBa +z(Xo)
d+l

}.

As F’(xo)-lPx flo(Xo),
xl

(5.16)

d
d+l

[PDd(Xo)-IPN + PXBb-d(Xo)PN
[(Cd(Xo)+ Dd(Xo))o +/3d+Z(X0)] + flo+l (X0)

and hence

(5.17)

d

1 d + 1 Pl,,r1 + Oy (Xo) + B,+l(Xo).

From this we have
d
PNO + Ol(Xo),
d+i

(5.18)

PuI

(5.19)

Pxl flo+l(xo).

The conclusions of the theorem now follow from (5.18)-(5.19) in precisely the
same fashion detailed in the previous proof. U
A similar result was derived in Reddien [15] but under the additional restrictions
that dim (N)= 1, and that for all x E, 4 N, and some c > 0

I(+(x *)(, )11--> c I1 I111

(5.20)

.

In addition, the convergence rate obtained corresponding to (5.10) had (p + 1) reduced
to 2. For finite dimensions Griewank [7] obtained a similar result.
The assumption Dd invertible on N for all PN 0 is quite strong and, if d 1,
implies that dim N 1 or 2. This assumption may be weakened [15] by employing
Lemma 3.22 rather than Lemma 3.11. We have
THEOREM 5.21. Assume there exists a one-dimensional subspace M c_ N such that
la(x) is nonsingular on N for all P O. Then ]or 0-, sufficiently small F’(x) -1
exists for all x e W(, O, 1). Further, there exists NO such thatlor any xoe W(, O,
1) all subsequent iterates stay in W(, O, 1) and x- x* with rate determined by
(5.10)-(5.11).

,

,

,

,

Proof. The added difficulty in the proof of this result is to conclude all iterates
remain in W(, O, l, 1). This analysis is straightforward, but lengthy, and hence is
omitted.
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We conclude this section with some remarks on the geometric isolation of the
root x* [10]. From Theorems 5.1 and 5.9, all initial iterates in W(p, 0, 1) yield Newton
iterates converging to x*, and since x* W(p, 0, 1) there is no root in this region.
Now suppose there is a root y* # x* with 11 7"11
Then we have for some p -> 1, and
with 37* y * x*"

<--o.

(5.22)

0 F(y*)= F’(x*)37* + F<O+ 1)(X *)()*O + 1) -4- p +2(Y *).

(p +1)!

Hence

(5.23)

Px:*

(p +1)!

.)(37.o+ 1) +/30 +2(y *)

and from this we see Px* =/o+1 (y *) where p + 1 => 2. But since PN* + Px* =/3 I(Y*)
< 011P,*II for
we find that for any given 0, Ilex*ll_chosen sufficiently small, and
hence y* W(p, O, 1). This contradiction implies there are no other roots of F in a

sufficiently small sphere about x*.
The same argument may be applied to the case in which the initial iterates are
chosen from W(O, 0, rn). The requirement for geometric isolation of x* then becomes
p + 1 > m, the satisfaction of which may be directly verified for all of the results which
follow. Hence the only case in which geometric isolation is not assured is that described
by Theorem 5.21.

6. Higher order regions of invertibility. In accordance with Lemma 3.11 a choice
of m > 1 is often required to guarantee a region of invertibility. However, in applying
Newton’s method, the demand for all iterates to remain in such regions becomes more
difficult to satisfy. A problem of this type, with p d 1 but d p + 1, leading to a
choice of m 2, was studied in [3]. We now extend this result to problems with p > 1.
THEOREM 6.1. Assume p d >= 2, =p + 1, and that lo+l(x) -1 exists as a map
-1
on N for all with PN # O. Then for p, 0 sufficiently small F’(xo) exists for all
Xo W(p, 0, 2), all subsequent Newton iterates remain in this set, and xi --> x* with rate
determined by

(6.2)

Ilex(xi-x*)ll<=gxllxi-x-x*ll +, some K1 >0

and

(6.3)

lim
ioo

lIeN (xi x*)ll
IIP (x - -x*)ll

P
p + 2"

Proof. Here b =>p, c =>p and hence H(x)=Do/l(x) in (3.10). Since H(x) is then
invertible for all Pr # 0, an application of Lemma 3.11 results in q 1 as the solution
of (3.12), and F’(x) invertible in W(p, 0, 2) for p, 0 sufficiently small. To compute
F’(x)-I we note
D (X) Do (x d- Do+ (x p +2(x Dp+ (X + Oflo+ l(X
since Do(x)=-O and x W(p, O, 2). Thus
(6.5)
/(x) -1 Do+l(x) -1 + O[3-o+l(x).
Now for this case (2.8) yields

(6.4)

(6.6)

F’ (x )-I px-lex
PNl) x

exff,-1Bo (x )l (x
Co x P Px + Pzvl x

Ps +

x
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From this we conclude

PxF’(x)-lPx =o(x),PuF’(x)-lPx =/3_1(x),

(6.7)
and hence

F’(x)-lPx "y_ (x).

(6.8)
In addition

PNF’ (x )-IPN fl-O-1 (X ), PxF’ (x )-IPu -1 (x ),

(6.9)
and hence

F’(x)-IPN Y-,-1 (x).

(6.10)

Turning to Newton’s method and denoting Xo x, x

37=F’(x) -1
(6.1 1)

y, (4.8) yields

{ p+lP [Ao(x)+Bp(x)+Cp(x)+Do(x)]
+p + 1 [Av+l(x)+Bo+x(x)+ Co+l(x)+Do+l(X)]
p/2

Using (3.3), (6.8) and (6.10) we can rewrite this as

=p + 1 F,(x)_lDo+l(x) + 7-1 (x)(A(x)+Bo(x)+Ao+l(x)+Bo+l(x))
p+2
(6.12)

+ y-p-1 (x)(Co(x)+Cp+l(x)+Op(x)) +y--o-1 (X)[p+3(X).

We shall now make use of the fact that for x W(p, O, 2)’

(6.13)

Ao(x); 0flo+z(X),
Co(x); Oo+z(x),
Co+l(x) 0flo+3(x),
ao+l(x) 0flo+3(x),
Do+l(x) =/3o+2(x),
Bo+I(X)- flo+2(x),
B,, (x ):Z ,,+ (x ),

while

(6.14)

Do(x) 0flo+2(x)

since Do(x)=O. The expressions (6.13)-(6.14) used in (6.12) result in

(6.15)

+
37 =pp+21F,(x)_lDo+l(x) +Oy(x)+yo(x)

But from (6.5) and (6.9) we sharpen (6.10) to

(6.16)
(6.17)

PuF’(x)-lPu=Do+l(x)-l+O_o_l(x),
PxF’(x)-IPu -l(x).

These two relations allow one to deduce from (6.15) that

(6.18)
(6.19)

+1
PN; =p 2 PN. + 0/I(X),
p+

Px

flo+l(x ).

Equations (6.18)-(6.19) now, as in the proof of Theorem 5.1, yield (6.2)-(6.3) after
noting that p + 1 _-> 3 and hence the iterates remain in W(O, O, 2).
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We conclude this section with the statement of a result that proves convergence
for a class of problems in which invertibility regions with m > 2 are allowed.
TI-IEOREM 6.20. Assume p =d >=2 and p <aT</7+p. Further assume la(x) -1
exists as a map on N for all with Pr; O. Then for p, 0 sufficiently small F’(xo)
exists for all Xo W(p, 0, m) with m 1 + d- d, all subsequent Newton iterates remain
in this set, and xi --> x * with rate determined by

-

(6.21)

lim

d

lieu (x, x*)ll

Ile x,_

+ 1’
some K >0,

IIPx(x,-x*)llgilx,--x*ll

(6.22)
where

min (b, d -d + a)

(6.23)

r

ifd-d>-b-b,
d-d +min (a, b) if b -b >=d-d.

The proof is similar to that of the previous result but considerably more complicated and is omitted in consideration of its length. I-1
We note that r->p and point out two special cases. The choice b b =p and
d =p + 1 retrieves Theorem 6.1. The choice b b =p but 2p > d-d-> 2 gives order
p + 1 convergence in (6.22) and invariance of the set W(0, 0, 1 + d- d).

7. Acceleration of convergence. It is the rapid quadratic convergence, in the
nonsingular case, that makes Newton’s method attractive for a broad class of problems.
The major distinguishing feature of singular Newton’s method problems is their overall
linear convergence rate, and hence schemes that could return quadratic convergence
for such problems are of strong interest. This question has a well known answer in
the scalar case [13]. Suppose

f(x*) 0

f" [-> R,

(7.1)
and for some p -> 1

(7.2)

fJ+l)(x*)

0,

f 0,.

., p

1,

fP+X)(x*)

O.

Then regular Newton’s method converges linearly with rate pip + 1, while the scheme

(7.3)

Xi+l=X-(1 +p)f’(x)-f(x),

i=0, 1,...

exhibits quadratic convergence to x*. The major difficulty in extending this result to
a general Banach space is in guaranteeing the iterates remain in an appropriate region
of invertibility of F’(x). In this section we prove two convergence acceleration results,
and as was the case in 4, the results are different for d >- 1 and d > 1 with the latter
being stronger.
TIqEOREM 7.4. Assume that d d <=c, b _->min (2, d), and that for all Pr O,
Da(x) is invertible as a map on N, and that for all x W(p, O, 1)
g011P , ll
some Ko > O.
(7.5)

Then for O and 0 sufficiently small F’(xo)
defined by

=xi-F’(xi)-F(xi),
zi yi -F’(yi)-IF(yi),
x+ zi-(d + 1)F’(zi)-aF(zi),
yi

(7.6)

-

exists for all XoS W(O, O, 1), and the iterates

O, 1,...,
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x* with rate determined by
1, 2,....
[[xi- x*[[-_< Kl[[x-x x*l[ 2, some Ka > O,

all remain in W(p, 0, 1), and xi

(7.7)

Proof. Here d =d <b +c and hence Corollary 3.15 guarantees F’(x) invertible
for p and 0 sufficiently small and x W(O, 0, 1). In this region
/ (x) Da(x + Da+ (X Ca (x )ff’-lBb (x + Jt +2(x)
(7.8)
and Da(x) is invertible so"
(7.9) J(x)=Da(x)[PN +Da(x)-aDa+a(x)-Da(x)-aCa(x)-aBb(X)+2(x)].
One may directly verify by the Banach Lemma that
(PN +Dd(x)-lDd+a(x)--Dd(X)-aCd(x)P-lBl,(X)+ /32(x)) -a

(7.10)

=Pr -Dd(X )-aDa+l(x + Da(x )-lCd(x )P-B,(x + /2(x ),

and hence

1 (x )-I Da(x )-a Da(x )-aDd+ (x )Da(x )-I
+Da(x)-lCa(x)ff’-aBb(x)Da(x) -a + -a+2(x).

(7.11)

In this case the expression for F’(x) -a given by (2.8) becomes

pxp-aBt, (X )Dd (x )-aP PDd (x )-I Cd (x )-aex
+P(D’ (x)-D,(x)-’(D,+,(x)-Cl(X)P-’Bb(x))Da(x) -)

F’(x )-a pxff,..-1px

(7.12)

+ PN-a+2(x)PI + Px-a+b + (x)PN + (x).
For Xo W(p, 0, 1) with O and 0 sufficiently small, yo W(O, O, 1) and hence we may
construct Zo in (7.6). We now proceed to show, for some c > 0 that

IIe oll

(7.13)

c

11P 37oll, IIP 37oll +

o),

This inequality, coupled with Pu)7o=/31(Xo) and Pxo=2(Xo) (from Theorem 5.1),
will allow the crucial estimate Pxo =/33(Xo). First, from (4.8) we have, as F’(yo)-lPx

/o(yo), PxF’(yo)-Pu t3-a+b(Yo),

(7.14)

o

F’(yo)-a

{ 1 A l(yo) + b +b 1 Bb (Y) + i (Cd(y)+Dd(y)) } 37 +
d

Y (Y)"

Hence

PxY. o {Pxff’- lPx
x
Therefore

exYo
(7.16)

1

exp- lBt, (y o)Da (y o)- lPv + PxB-cl

+t, +

(y o)Pv }

Al(yo)+b+lBt,(yo)+d/i.(Ca(yo)+Da(yo) 37o +/3(yo).
Pxff’-aexA (yo)37o + ( b +b 1

d

) PxF- PxBt, (yo)37o

d+1

d
pxp_XBb(yo)D_a (y0)Cd(YO))70q_3(Y0)"
d+l

Now the second term on the right-hand side of (7.16) vanishes if b 1 and is/33(Yo)
otherwise, and hence recalling the definitions (2.3) we may conclude (7.13). From
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Theorem 5.1, PNYo =/l(Xo), and hence Zo W(O, 0, 1) and it is possible to compute
x 1. Now defining

(7.17)

Wo

zo-F’(zo)-lF(zo),

an argument identical to that providing (7.13) results in

IIP,Woll <- ollP,oll ilPoil + t(zo)
and hence Pxffo B3(xo). But from (7.6), 1 (d + 1),3o- d2o thus
Px;l (d + 1)Pxffo-dex.o B3(Xo).
(7.19)
(7. 8)

All that remains in the proof is to show, for some c 1, c2 > 0 that

=

c lle;oll _-< IIP;xll--< c=llPxoll

(7.20)

since estimates of the form (7.19)-(7.20) guarantee Xl W(p, O, 1) and provide (7.7).
To show (7.20), we see from above that PN1 (d + 1)Plv’o-dPN.o, and that (4.8)
in this case becomes

P1=(d+l)PF’(zo) -1

Al(zo)+b+lBb(Zo)+

(7. 1

=--

(G(zo)+D(zo) .

5o

+ Px(z o) + +(zo)

}

dPr’2o.

To estimate the various terms in (7.21) we note from (7.12) that

PF’(zo)-IP -a(zo), PrF’(zo)-Px Bo(zo)

(7.22)
and further that

A l(Zo);o A l(zo)PxZo 4(Xo),
Ca(zo)5o Ca(zo)Px.o Ba+3(Xo).

(7.23)
Thus

-

-1
P1 (d + 1){Da(zo)-l-Da(zo)-l(Da+l(zo)-Cd(Zo)P-lBt,(Zo))Da(zo)
ez,rDa (zo) Ca (z o)#-’ex }
(7.24)

X

-ffBb(ZO)+d+lDd(Zo)+d+2Dd+l(zo)

.o-dP;o+3(Xo).

Simplification of (7.24) results in

P.I
(7.25)

1

Da(zo)-lDa+l(Zo)o

d
+ d+l b +1 D- (zo)Cd(Zo)P-lB,(Zo).o+fl3(Xo).

Once again the second term on the right-hand side of (7.25) vanishes if b 1 and is
B3(Zo) fl3(Xo) otherwise. The assumption (7.5) on Da/l(x) now provides the estimate
(7.20) and concludes the proof.
In [7] Griewank proves quadratic convergence for the scheme described by (7.6)
for d a7 1. His analysis restricted to R and the method of proof involves expansion
of the determinant function.
If b -> 2 and c => d => 2, minor modifications of the above analysis will show that
an acceleration step may be performed after calculation of yi. The result is
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THEOREM 7.27. Assume b >-2, c >= d
sufficiently small the iterates given by
yi

(7.28)

xi

Xi+l

for p

and 0

-F’(xi)-lF(xi),
yi-(d + 1)F’(yi)-lF(yi)

x* with rate given by
IIP (x, x *)11 Kllx,_ x *11
I[Px (x- x *)11--< Kzllxi-1- x *ll p+ 1,

remain in W(p, 0, 1), and x

(7.30)

d >= 2 and (7.5) holds. Then

=,

i= 1, 2,

,

for some K1, K2 > O.
8. Examples. In this section we present examples of the use of Newton’s method
that illustrate the results of the previous sections. These examples were designed to
be as simple as possible and yet demonstrate the convergence rate conclusions of the
appropriate theorem. They are all algebraic equations and, except for the last, are
two-dimensional problems.
For Examples 1-6 we use"

(81)

(x+hl(x,y))
F(x)=(f(x,y))
h(x,y)
\f(x,y)

F.2 -" 2,

,

We shall require that:

(8.2)

x* (o, o)
(F’(x *)) span (O),
Y (F’(x*)) span (),

From this we must have:

(8.3)

PN=

(o

Px=

Oo)

0

and we need only choose hi(x, y),
1, 2 to be at least quadratic. With this structure
invertibility requires initial guesses near the y-axis.
Example 1 (Theorem 5.1). Here we require PNF"(x*)(&, O) # 0, which is satisfied
provided O2f2/Oy2# 0 at (0, 0). We take

(8.4)
with the initial guess Xo

(8.5)

x+y 2
F(x, y) { 3
\xy +y +y 3
.1, yo

)

1. Theorem 5.1 implies
lim Ri-

i-,o

yi+l

1

yi

2"

The Newton iterates for this example are given in Table 1.
Example 2 (Theorem 5.9). We take p =d=a=2 and to verify
The mapping chosen is
(O, O, &) 0 we need only check 3f2/Oy 3 0 at

(8.6)
The initial guess is Xo

PNF’"(x*)

F(x,y)=(xy2X++yY33+y4)
.05, yo .5 and here Ri- by Theorem 5.9. The results are
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TABLE 1.

2
3
4
5
10
20

X

Yi

-0.5349D 00
0.1715D 00
-0.3058D-01
0.9743D- 03
-0.4742D- 03
-0.1609D-07
-0.1541D- 16

0.7674D 00
0.2720D 00
0.1922D 00
0.9357D- 01
0.4932D-01
0.1603D-02
0.1568D-05

0.7674D
0.3544D
0.7067D
0.4868D
0.5271D
0.5008D
0.5000D

00
00
00
00
00
00
00

given in Table 2. We next consider the acceleration schemes for the two previous
examples.
TABLE 2.

2
3
4
5
10
20

xi

Yi

-0.1966D-01
-0.2951D-02

0.3596D 00
0.2473D 00
0.1697D 00
0.1157D 00
0.7838D-01
0.1066D-01
0.1857D-03

-0.8937D-03
-0.2174D-03
-0.5067D-04
-0.2107D- 07
-0.2008D- 14

Ri
0.7191D
0.6878D
0.6864D
0.6815D
0.6776D
0.6684D
0.6667D

00
00
00
00
00
00
00

Example 3 (Theorem 7.4). The mapping is that of (8.4) and we choose the same
initial guess x0=(.1, 1) 7". We list in Table 3 the quadratically convergent iterates
xi (xi, yi) obtained by using (7.6). The intermediate quantities y and zg are not given
here.
TABLE 3.

2
3
4
5

xi

Yi

-0.2327D 00
-0.2136D 02
0.1995D-07
0.2742D- 20
0.8933D -44

0.1124D 00
0.5868D 02
0.4147D-06
0.5756D- 14
0.1430D- 29

0.3451D 00
0.8004D 02
0.4347D-06
0.5756D- 14
0.1430D 29

Example 4 (Theorem 7.26). The mapping (8.6) of Example 2 is employed and
PNF (x)(6, 6, b, b) 0 as 04f2/Oy4 0 at x*. The scheme (7.28) is used
and the results x- (x, yi) are given in Table 4. Note the rapid convergence of the

we note

TABLE 4.

2
3
4

x

y,

Ixil+ly,

0.5670D 00
0.3292D- 07
0.1991D- 18
-0.4372D-49

0.2551D-02
0.2141D- 05
0.6857D- 12
0.6979D- 25

0.5695D 00
0.2174D- 05
0.6858D- 12
0.6979D- 25
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(7.29).
(The initial guess was chosen (Xo, yo) (.1, 1).) For higher order regions of invertibility
we have Examples 5 and 6.
Example 5 (Theorem 6.1). The mapping chosen is

xi-component; indeed it even seems better than the cubic bound indicated in

F(x, y)= [

(8.7)

X q-

Y34)

\xay + Y

,

a

3 since PNF’"(x*)($, $, b) 0
This has p d 2 as PrF’"(x*)($, 4) # 0 but
while PNF’"’(x*)($, b, $, $)#0. From Theorem 6.1 the ratio of null space errors
will approach and this behavior is present in Table 5. In addition, the cubic bound
(6.2) for the X component error is seen to be sharp for this example. The initial
iterate was (Xo, yo)= (.1, 1)and
TABLE 5.

1
2
3
4
5
10
20
30

Ix, I/llx,-113

Ri

Xi

Y

-0.3050D 00
-0.1368D 00
-0.5694D-01
-0.2345D-01
-0.9774D-02
-0.1296D-03
-0.2315D-07
-0.4134D-11

0.7683D 00
0.5895D 00
0.4476D 00
0.3374D 00
0.2536D 00
0.6025D-01
0.3393D-02
0.1911D-03

0.7683D
0.7672D
0.7593D
0.7538D
0.7515D
0.7500D
0.7500D
0.7500D

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

0.2291D
0.1106D
0.1486D
0.1826D
0.2080D
0.2472D
0.2500D
0.2500D

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

Example 6 (Theorem 6.20). As a particular case of this result we pick p
while d

4 and b

d

2,

3. This is satisfied by the choice

(8.8)

F(x, y)

(

X

+Y45)"

\xy + y

The initial guess was chosen to be (Xo, yo)=(.01, 1). In this case Theorem 6.20
TABLE 6.

2
3
4
5
10
20
30

xi

Y

-0.2033D 00
-0.9187D-01
-0.3729D-01
-0.1492D-01
-0.6045D-02
-0.6923D-04
-0.9201D-08
-0.1223D-11

0.8008D 00
0.6453D 00
0.5187D 00
0.4157D 00
0.3328D 00
0.1091D 00
0.1172D-01
0.1258D-02

concludes R
given by (6.22).

.

Ix, I/llx,- 1114

R
0.8008D
0.8058D
0.8037D
0.8015D
0.8006D
0.8000D
0.8000D
0.8000D

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

0.1954D 00
0.9035D-01
0.1262D 00
0.1561D 00
0.1757D 00
0.1990D 00
0.2000D 00
0.2000D 00

For this example r =/7 3 and Table 6 indicates a quartic bound
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